UniCabby | 32H

32-Device Mobile AC Charging Trolley
for Laptops, Tablets and Chromebooks up to 14”- Horizontal

• Charges 32 Devices up to 14” screen size – Chromebooks
laptops and tablets including protective cases
• Horizontal Storage shelves with built-in cable
management system
• Fast and Flexible with simultaneous charging and
programmable timer
• Maximum Security & Safety with dual point locking
system and separate lockable power compartment
• Easy to Move ergonomic top handles, rounded corner
bumpers and multi-directional non-marking wheels
• Silent Charging with unique ventilation system and built-in
heat sensor
• Support for Life with Lifetime Warranty (5 years electrical),
ships fully assembled
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UniCabby | 32H

1.

Ergonomic wide grip ABS handles
for light touch easy movement.

Rounded corners fitted
with rubber corner
bumpers and extrusions
for shock absorption to
prevent damage to walls
and devices inside.

10.

2.

Dual point locking system, with
keys provided, to secure at the top
and bottom of both device and
power compartment to prevent
theft, damage or tampering.

11.

Fitted with large all
directional swivel,
non-marking hospital
grade rubber wheels
(2 braked).

3.

Inset coloured door handles prevent
protruding parts eliminating breakages.
12.

4.
Concealed lever unlocks rear power
compartment to enable clear
access to cables and AC adaptors
when required.

5.

Devices stored horizontally on
individual ABS shelves to prevent
damage, scratches and scuffs. Shelves
are tilted back slightly to enable device
to shuffle into position and remain
stable during movement.

Large L shaped doors open
wide for easy access to
devices and cable
management compartments.

Built-in heat sensor will
shut off power if a device
overheats or if interior
temperature reaches
32C/90F degrees to
prevent risk of fire or
damage to devices.

13.

Silent ventilation system
includes a uniquely designed
weldmesh base to keep
devices cool with constant
air circulation without the
need for a noisy fan that can
spread germs.

14.

6.

Specially designed device shelf
includes cleverly integrated cable
channel and 5 flush mounted
cable clips to ensure cables stay
in place and free from damage.

7.

Cable clip portholes feed cables
from back power compartment
to front device compartment,
preventing cables being
removed with the device.
15.

8.

Charges all devices simultaneously. Power 7
Managaement System manages the power
consumption to ensure power surges do not
occur and all devices charge efficiently. Power 7
features a sophisticated timer allowing three
different charge schedules a day, 7-days a week.
Power strips turn on one at a time, 1.5 seconds
apart to provide inrush surge protection.

9.

IEC socket with 1.8m / 6ft power cord
designed to snap out if pulled away
from the wall to prevent damage.
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Well placed vents allow
constant air circulation.

AC pockets
manufactured from
flexible ABS to allow
users to bend open the
pocket allowing easy
access during set-up
and maintenance.

16.
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UniCabby 32H

Code

Number of devices can hold

Unit Dimensions

Device Compartment Size

AC Pocket Size

UNICAB32HBL

32

W950 x D510 x H1010 mm
37.4” x 20.1” x 39.8”

W350 x D255 x T30 mm
13.8” x 10.0” x 1.2”

W155 x D100 x H83 mm
6.1” x 3.9” x 3.3”

IMPORTANT NOTE: CHECK ACTUAL DEVICE SIZE, INCLUDING POWER CABLE FOR COMPATIBILITY WITH DEVICE COMPARTMENT SIZE.
IF IN DOUBT PLEASE CONTACT LAPCABBY FOR CONFIRMATION
Materials

Heavy duty steel frame with strong MFC cladding

Finishes / colours

LapCabby loves a splash of colour! Trolleys can be personalised to match school colours, differentiate trolleys for different subjects or grades or just for fun!
Classrooms are colourful - why put up with a black or grey square box? Blue available for UniCabby 32H

Safety

All products are tested to the highest standard worldwide
USA: UL 60950-1/R:2011-12
Canada: CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 60950-1/A1:2011-12
Europe: EN 60950-1/A12:2011
Safety testing is a high priority to LapCabby. We don’t release any products unless the unit has been completely certified including
electrics, materials, construction and components. Leading safety testing house we test the normal operating conditions of the product but also
for faults, misuse, temperature, fire risk, electric shock and injury

Fully assembled

Our products are delivered fully assembled. Or as we say ready to roll

Testing certifications

Safety tested to the highest level worldwide

Lifetime warranty

Lifetime warranty on all products and components, 5 years on electrics. Product support for life! LapCabby offers the best warranty on the market
(with no small print to consider. We make it easy to understand and we support our end users for the life of the product)

About LapCabby
LapCabby has been developing innovative products that our customers love for the last 20 years.
We make portable storage trolleys and charging solutions for laptops, tablets, e-readers, Chromebooks and netbooks.
It’s the smart way to keep tech safe, charged, and in one secure place.
We’ve included some really ingenious features to ensure our products do everything you need them to - and a little more besides.
Our trolleys are used everywhere, from Education, Health Sector, Local and State Government and Corperate, so whatever you are, our products are sure to make a difference.
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